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Dear Friends, 
 
 
As in the past, the IFR will organize its annual meeting of breed-specialist judges, again 
not as an organization to teach but as a forum where the judges can freely communicate 
amongst each other and exchange knowledge and experiences. 
 
The meeting will take place the day before the ADRK-clubshow, more precisely on Friday 
22.08.2013 at 15.00 – 18.00 h. in the meeting room that we reserved in  
 

Mercure Hotel Düsseldorf Airport,  
Lintorfer Weg 75,  
40885 Ratingen (Germany). 

 
Although not obligatory but wishful for the organization, we shall publish an entry form at 
our website www.ifrottweilerfriends.org      Please use it, it will enable us to better prepare 
the meeting.       
 
On this entry form we shall also offer the possibility to let us know if you would like 
certain topics to be on the agenda so we can prepare for it.       Of course, we will 
also offer you the possibility to – if wanted – present a topic yourself and for this a laptop 
and beamer will be available.        If you need hard copies to be handed out, please let me 
know. 
 
We will see to it that dogs can and will be present if the topics to be discussed makes this 
opportune or wishful.  
 
Also, if the topics you send make this opportune and if send to us in time, we will 
consider inviting specialized speakers to lecture on such topics.     
 
This way, the Meeting will promise to be highly interesting again. 
 
We hope to meet you all again in large numbers.      
 
We send this present email to  
 
 
 

http://www.ifrottweilerfriends.org/


 
- the judges on the before mentioned list  
- all IFR-memberclub’s delegates, requesting them to send us possible updates for 

the list and/or communicate this invitation to their national breed-specialist judges.  
 
Please spread this invitation amongst the judges you know.    As of this year, the meeting 
will indeed still be reserved for judges only but will be open for all judges qualified to judge 
the Rottweiler and thus not only the judges mentioned on the IFR-website !! 
 
With kind regards, 
 
Dirk Vandecasteele, 
IFR Vice-President. 
 
 
PS : the IFR has started a Facebook page “IFR Judges”.   It is open for judges only 
and it would be interesting to meet you all on this forum. 
 
   


